Tennis Match Results
University of Illinois vs Florida State
Jan 29, 2022 at Tallahassee, FL (Indoor Tennis Facility)

#18 Florida State 4, University of Illinois 3

**Singles competition**
1. Petra Hule (FSU_W) def. Kate Duong (ILL) 6-4, 7-5
2. Ashley Yeah (ILL) def. Lesedi Jacobss (FSU_W) 3-6, 7-6 (7-5), 6-0
3. Josie Frazier (ILL) def. Anna Arkadianou (FSU_W) 3-6, 6-3, 6-2
4. Vic Allen (FSU_W) def. Megan Heuser (ILL) 7-6 (8-6), 7-5
5. Kianah Motosono (FSU_W) def. Kasia Treiber (ILL) 7-5, 4-6, 6-3
6. No player (ILL) def. No player (FSU_W), by forfeit

**Doubles competition**
1. Petra Hule/Lesedi Jacobss (FSU_W) def. Megan Heuser/Kate Duong (ILL) 6-4
2. Vic Allen/Kianah Motosono (FSU_W) def. Ashley Yeah/Josie Frazier (ILL) 6-2
3. No player/No player (ILL) def. No player/No player (FSU_W), by forfeit

**Match Notes:**
University of Illinois 4-2
Florida State 3-0; National ranking #18
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2,1); Singles (6,1,4,3,2,5)
ITA Kickoff Weekend